OUR

WARSTEINER WORLD & Shop
Meeting point
Your journey through our centuries-old tradition and stateof-the-art technology begins here. You can find out about our
extensive product range, get enthused about our international
commitment to sports and browse through the WARSTEINER
Shop to your heart’s content.

WARSTEINER WORLD
Just a few meters from our Waldpark brewery lies WARSTEINER WORLD, the only visitor center of its kind
in Europe. We invite you to a fascinating journey through the world of beer brewing on our state-of-the-art visitor train.
Be a part of this experience and reserve your ticket today.

Visitor train
This is your starting point for an exciting tour of our modern
brewery. You’ll be taken around in our visitor train – a futuristic
bus with panoramic windows, illuminated flooring and
flatscreen monitors – through the adjoining brewery, our ultramodern bottling system and our high-tech logistics center.

Playground

Guest House and Beer Garden

Mälzerstuben

‘Rotarium’ Multimedia Theater

Visitor train

Guest House
in the Waldpark

The visitors’ program is conducted for up to 100 persons.
You start off in our Welcome Cinema, where a brief film shows
you in just a few minutes what to expect over the next hour and
a half.

Kutscherstuben

The guest house accommodates around 180 persons and
provides the perfect spot for completing your tour in a rustic
atmosphere with a friendly round of WARSTEINER beer. The
18 rooms in country cottage style offer the option of staying
the night.

Brauerstuben

Trailers/
Caravans

Waldpark Beer Garden

On sunny days you can visit the beer garden, where you
can share your impressions of the tour or simply enjoy a
light supper outdoors. Preferably with a glass of cool
WARSTEINER beer fresh from the barrel.

Terrace
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Enjoy an impressive show on five stage sets. Experience on a
360° screen everything you ever wanted to know about beer,
the most typical German product, and the traditions of the
Warsteiner brewery. Our special feature: an electronicallycontrolled rotating platform that takes visitors directly to
each scene, so that you’re always ‘on center stage’, as if you
were part of the story.

Reception

Warsteiner Shop

Warsteiner Visitor Camping
A campground covering over 4000 m2 offers more than 30
spaciously tailored campsites, complete with electricity, for
campers and house trailers. Nearby, a number of additional on-demand parking spots are available during special
events.

Warsteiner Brand Exhibition
With over 200 exhibits the Warsteiner brand exhibition shows
highlights from more than 250 years of brand history. Old
beer barrels, glasses and bottles, labels and advertisements
tell the tale of humble beginnings and current successes.

Main Entrance

Modern showers and restrooms as well as laundry facilities
round off the comforts. Guests can register at the reception
desk of WARSTEINER WORLD.

WARSTEINER WORLD
The imposing gable wall displays over 1000 historical bottles. In the Warsteiner brand exhibition you can chuckle over
funny old beer coasters and advertising spots. An old Tempo
Matador bus, used to deliver beer way back when, spreads
nostalgic 1950s charm. Absolute highlights include the Arrows race car and works of art by Andy Warhol.
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Zu Hause im Waldpark
D-59581 Warstein, Germany
Tel. +49 (0) 29 02 / 88-50 01
Fax +49 (0) 29 02 / 88-50 10
E-Mail visit@warsteiner.com
www.warsteiner.de
www.warsteiner.de/warsteiner-welt
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